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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259724.htm Trivial(6次)1. Dont let such a

_____ matter as this come between us so that we can concentrate on

the major issue. (03/6)A) trivial B) slight C) partial D) minimal2. Just

because Im ________ to him, my boss thinks he can order me

around without showing me any respect. (02/1)A) redundant B)

trivial C) versatile D) subordinate 3. The manager tried to wave aside

these issues as _______ details that would be settled later.(00/1)A)

versatile B) trivial C) preliminary D) alternate4. Frankly speaking,

your article is very good except for some ______ mistakes in

grammar. (99/6)A) obscure B) glaring C) trivial D) rare5. The ties

that bind us together in common activity are so ______ that they ca

n disappear at any moment. (99/1)A) trivial B) fatal C) tentative D)

feeble6. A most ______ argument about who should go and fetch

the bread from the kitchen was going on when I came in. (98/6)A)

trivial B) delicate C) minor D) miniatureIncompatible(4次)1. Being

impatient is ________ with being a good teacher. (01/6)A)intrinsic

B)ingenious C)incompatible D)inherent 2. The ______ cycle of life

and death is a subject of interest to scientists and philosophers alike.

(00/6)A) incompatible B) exceeding C) instantaneous D) eternal3. A

budget of five dollars a day is totally _______ for a trip round

Europe. (99/1)A) inadequate B) incapable C) incompatible D)

invalid4. Some children display an __________ curiosity about

every new thing they encounter. (98/1)A) incredible B) infectious C)



incompatible D) inaccessibleIncredible(4次)1．The results are

hardly _______. he cannot believe they are accurate. (02/12)A)

credible B) contrary C) critical D) crucial2. Although the body is

made up of many different tissues, these tissues are arranged in an

_______ and orderly fashion.(00/1)A) incredible B) intricate C)

internal D) initial3. These areas rely on agriculture almost ______ ,

having few mineral resources and a minimumof industrial

development. (99/1)A) respectively B) extraordinarily C) incredibly

D) exclusively4. Some children display an __________ curiosity

about every new thing they encounter. (98/1)A) incredible B)

infectious C) incompatible D) inaccessibleExpenditure(3次)1. Many

manufacturers were accused of concentrating too heavily on cost

reduction, often at the ________ of the quality of their products.

(05/1)A. expense B. exposure C. expansion D. expectation2. Over

the past ten years, natural gas production has remained steady, but

______ has risen steadily. (03/6)A)dissipation B)disposal

C)consumption D)expenditure3. Whether you live to eat or eat to

live, food is a major ______ in every familys budget. (00/6)A)

nutrition B) expenditure C) routine D) provision Elevate(2次)1.

The Chinese Red Cross ____a generous sum to the relief of the

victims of the earthquake in Turkey. (03/9)A) administered B)

elevated C) assessed D) contributed2. All the people in the stadium

cheered up when they saw hundreds of colorful balloons ____ slowly

into the sky. (02/6)A) ascending B) elevating C) escalating D)
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